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81:40:25 S 
72:42:58 E 

4040 m elevation = 13,250’ 
Pressure altitude between 4400-4800m, or 14,000-16,000 ft 



Where is it? 

Ridge A 
Dome A 

Dome C 

Dome F 



Why are we here?  The astoundingly dry, stable conditions. 

Median pwv 65um 



Ridge A median July 2015 
Ridge A median Winter 2015 
 
5000m @0.6mm (ALMA) 
4000m @1.5mm (MK) 



Implications 

•  ~85 days observable per year in the 200 
um (1.5 THz) window (versus 4-8 days/yr 
at ALMA or SP) 

•  30 days per year observable at 150 um (2 
THz) 

•  IR windows at 20, 40, 60 um open 
•  Sky noise lower than any other known site 
•  Ideal for wide-field mapping, interferometry 
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What’s there? 



The site in 2015 
•  PLATO-R:  2 engines, solar cube,1 kW power 

capability 
•  HEAT telescope w/ cooled heterodyne receivers 

from 0.5 to 1.5 THz (200 – 600 um) 
•  NISM: 2.4 um sky brightness monitor 
•  AIREST: 8-13 um sky brightness monitor 
•  15m weather tower, standard MET instruments 
•  Data transfer: 2 x standard USAP iridium 

 (OpenPort is possible) 



Logistics 

•  Vessel / air to South Pole Station 
–  South Pole as I&T facility, Staging for deep field camp 

•  Twin Otter from South Pole to Ridge A 
–  1500-2000 lb cargo to Ridge A/flight 



Ridge A International Airport 



Ridge A  
Site leveling team 
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Ridge A panorama 

Arizona AO12 and UNSW work 
tents, covering telescope & modules 

AO 10x20 group tent 



•  Ridge A has a very functional autonomous observatory 
•  ‘Best site on Earth where you can land a plane’ 

 Super low PWV.  Similar winds to Dome A.  Seeing? 
•  1 kW power capability courtesy of PLATO-R. 
•  If you can fit it into a Twin Otter, it can go to Ridge A 
•  Working at the site is challenging but doable. 
•  Logistics via USAP are excellent.  
•  Likely to be easier to deal with US ITAR issues 
•  Expansion of capabilities is planned. 

Ridge A: a plateau site for SCAR 


